A self-administered screening instrument for psychogenic nonepileptic seizures.
Delay in distinguishing psychogenic nonepileptic seizures (PNES) from epilepsy may result in significant health and economic burdens. Screening tools are needed to facilitate earlier identification of patients with PNES, thereby maximizing cost-effective use of video electroencephalography (VEEG), the expensive gold standard for differentiating PNES from epilepsy. We developed and prospectively validated a self-administered PNES screening questionnaire using variables known to distinguish PNES from epilepsy patients. Adults referred for inpatient VEEG monitoring at two epilepsy centers were prospectively invited to complete a preliminary 209-item questionnaire assessing demographic, clinical, seizure-related, and psychosocial information that appeared in the literature as potentially useful indicators of PNES. A hybrid neural-bayesian classifier was trained to predict PNES using a sample at one center, and was prospectively validated on a separate set of naive patients from both centers. Of 211 enrolled subjects from the training center, 181 met the study criteria for either PNES (n = 48, 27%), epilepsy (n = 116, 64%), or coexisting PNES and epilepsy (n = 17, 9%). Variable reduction procedures identified 53 questionnaire items that were necessary to accurately predict PNES diagnosis. The hybrid classifier predicted PNES diagnosis with 94% sensitivity and 83% specificity at the training center, and 85% sensitivity and 85% specificity at the second center (n = 46; 17 PNES, 26 epilepsy, 3 with coexisting PNES and epilepsy). We developed and prospectively validated a self-administered psychogenic nonepileptic seizure screening questionnaire that could hasten referral for video electroencephalography and reduce the health and economic burdens from delayed diagnosis or misdiagnosis.